
The Angels Christmas Market  
in Hyde Park Winter Wonderland  

in London 

In Hyde Park, in the heart of the cosmopolitan metropolis of London, the Angels  
Christmas Market is again a main attraction of the Hyde Park Winter Wonderland this 
Christmas season. 
The different areas of the romantic Christmas market boast various hut arrangements, 
lovingly detailed decorative elements and diverse offerings – and have already fascina-
ted millions of visitors! The different sub-markets each have their own unique charm: 
The blacksmith and sculptor provide artisanal performances in a small hut village,  
with integrated arts and crafts markets for both the young and old to marvel at.  
Those who prefer to be more active can prove their acrobatic skills on the rope ladder 
to enthusiastic audiences. - And you can quench your thirst and keep hunger at bay 
right next door with a visit to the rustic Jaegerwald (with a charcoal barbecue) or the 
Christmas Tree Bar. 
Elsewhere, long, mood-lit rows of huts will entice you, within which a great product 
range will hold your attention. Here you can once more expect international gastrono-
mic specialities. 

The Hyde Park Winter Wonderland has been established for many years, attracts  
visitors domestically and from abroad, and it has become one of the most popular 
tourist attractions, both as a pre-Christmas shopping trip, and as part of the night-life 
scene in London. Here you can find the largest skating rink in London under the open 
sky, a Christmas circus, a gigantic Ferris wheel, historical carousels, an impressive  
mobile drop tower, traditional showmen from all over Europe, as well as numerous 
other attractive rides – and much more...

Professionally organised and artistically designed Christmas markets enjoy enormous 
popularity in Great Britain. The export of the German Christmas market culture with 
its diverse and extraordinary range of handicrafts, gift ideas, jewellery, art, and inter-
national gastronomic delicacies – as well as everything Christmassy – stand in stark 
contrast to the uniformity of the monotonous retail structure in the British Isles, which 
predominantly consists of chain stores. 
„Oh, it‘s so unique!“, „Marvellous!“ and „Wonderful“ are exclamations that repeatedly 
confirm this. The hand-picked traders, artisans, and gastronomers all contribute to the 
unique Christmas market atmosphere being established long-term.


